cludes the early region of the SV40 genome, and about one copy of the late viral sequences.
32P-Labeled SV40 DNA was treated sequentially with restricting endonucleases EcoRI and Hpa I, and the resulting four fragments of DNA were separated by gel electrophoresis. The kinetics of renaturation of each of the fragments and of complete SV40 DNA were measured in the presence of DNA extracted from the SVT2 line of SV40-transformed mouse cells. It was found that these cells contain about six copies of a segment of DNA which includes the early region of the SV40 genome, and about one copy of the late viral sequences.
To map the region of the viral genome which is transcribed in SVT2 cells, separated strands of each of the four fragments were prepared and hybridized to total transformed cell RNA. Part of the E strands of -the two DNA fragments (A and C) which span the early region of the SV40 genome weere found to enter the hybrid.
The amount of viral DNA in cells transformed by SV40 has been determined by measuring the rate of reannealing of small amounts of highly radioactive DNA in the presence of large amounts of unlabeled DNA isolated from transformed and from control cells (1) . Different lines of transformed cells contain viral sequences which range in amount from about one to two copies (1, 2) to as many as eight to ten (2) copies of SV40 DNA per diploid quantity of cell DNA. In calculating such figures, it is conventional to assume that all sequences of the labeled probe are present at equal frequencies in the genome of transformed cells. We shall show in this paper that this assumption is unjustified.
SVT2 cells have been shown by renaturation kinetics and RNA* DNA hybridization to contain between 1.56 and 2.2 (1, 2, 3) genome equivalents of viral DNA per diploid quantity of cell DNA; we also know that all segments of the viral genome must be represented at least once, because infectious SV40 can be detected in heterokaryons formed between SVT2 and permissive monkey cells (4, 5) . In this paper we have used renaturation kinetics to measure the amounts in SVT2 DNA of each of the four specific segments which are obtained when SV40 DNA is cleaved sequentially with restriction endonucleases EcoRI (6) and Hpa I (7) (see Fig. 1 ). In addition, we have used the separated strands of each of the fragments to map the region of the viral DNA that is transcribed into stable species of RNA in these cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell Lines. CV-1 cells were grown in Dulbecco's medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. SVT2 cells obtained from Dr. S. Aaronson and five cloned sublines of SVT2 cells that were developed in our laboratory, were grown as described previously (2 (8) .
Preparation of RNA from Transformed Cells. RNA was extracted from log-phase transformed cells by the hot phenol method and purified as described elsewhere (2, 8) .
Preparation of Specific Fragments of SV40 DNA. Restricting endonucleases EcoRI and HpaI were prepared as described previously (7) . 32P-labeled SV40 DNA was cleaved sequentially by EcoRI and HpaI, and the resulting four fragments of viral DNA were separated by electrophoresis through 2.2% polyacrylamide, 0.7% agarose gels as described previously (7) . . Column (b) shows the concentrations of each of the 32P-labeled fragments used in the experiment and column (c) gives their fractional lengths (7) . Five samples were taken at various times during the renaturation reactions and the fraction of denatured 32P-labeled DNA in each sample was determined by chromatography on hydroxylapatite. The ratio of the time required for half of the 32P-labeled probe DNA to reanneal alone (t'/2p, column d) and in the presence of SV40 DNA (t'/2s), was determined as described previously (9) for each time point. These ratios were then used to obtain the average values of (tl/2p/t'/28) shown in columns e-h. The results shown in column e were obtained when renaturation of 32P-labeled DNAs was carried out in the presence of 0.126 ug/ml of DNA extracted from SV40 strain 777; those shown in columns f-h were obtained when the hybridizations were carried out in the presence of 0.056, 0.140, or 0.280 Ag/ml of DNA extracted from SV40 which had been isolated from heterokaryons formed between SVT2 cells and CV-1 cells (5) . From the increase in rate of hybridization of the 32P-labeled probe DNAs in the presence of SV40 DNA, the amount of unlabeled viral DNA in each reaction mixture was calculated. These values are shown in parentheses in columns e, f, g, and h.
bridization, the way of assaying for double-stranded DNA on hydroxylapatite columns, and the method of calculating the data, have been discussed in detail in previous papers (9, 10).
RESULTS
Reconstruction Experiments. Before using the four specific fragments of SV40 DNA to analyze the viral sequences in the genome of mouse cells transformed by SV40, it was necessary to show that the fragments could reanneal to unlabeled viral DNA. Preparations of 32P-labeled fragments that were to be used to analyze transformed cell DNA were denatured, sheared, and reannealed in the presence of different concentrations of unlabeled sheared, single-stranded SV40 DNA, which had been prepared from two sources. One was the standard strain of plaque-purified virus used routinely in our laboratory; the other was virus that had been rescued from SVT2 cells by heterokaryon formation between the transformed cells and uninfected monkey cells. The results are shown in Table 1 . The rate of renaturation of each of the 32P-labeled fragments is accelerated in the presence of both kinds of SV40 DNA by an amount which agrees well with that expected from the quantity of viral DNA added. For example, 0.36 X 10-2 jg/ml of 32P-labeled fragment B reannealed 9.36 times faster in the presence of 12.0 X 102 ,ug/ml of unlabeled sheared SV40 strain 777 DNA than in its absence. This increase in rate is that expected if 12.6 X 10-2 ug/ml of SV40 DNA had been added to the reaction mixture. Because there is no detectable difference in hybridization behavior between the standard SV40 DNA and SV40 DNA derived from 'rescued' virus, and because the rate of reannealing of each of the 32P-labeled fragments of SV40 DNA is proportional to its initial molar concentration in the hybridization mixture, the effect of preparations of transformed cell DNAs on the reassociation kinetics of the 32P-labeled fragments can be used to determine the frequency at which each fragment is present in the DNA of transformed cells.
The Sequences of SV,40 DNA That.Are Present in the Genome of Transformed Cells. Fig. 2 shows the results of experiments in which the kinetics of renaturation of each of the specific fragments of SV40 DNA were measured in the presence of DNA extracted from the parental line of SVT2 cells and two subclones derived from it.
All four fragments reannealed faster in the presence of transformed DNA than in the presence of DNA extracted from control mouse embryo cells. Hence, the transformed cells contain sequences homologous to all four segments of the viral genome. The amounts of DNA of each of the fragments present in a diploid quantity of transformed cell DNA were calculated as described in the legend to 1.14 mg/ml of DNA extracted from three lines of SVT2 cells or from mouse embryo cells. The hybridizations were carried out at 680 in 1 M NaCl,-0.14 M sodium phosphate buffer at pH 6.8 and 1% sodium dodecyl sulphate. "P-Labeled SV40 DNA (specific activity 1.6 X 106 cpm/sug) was prepared and cleaved by EcoRI and HpaI as described previously (7) . The hybridization mixtures contained 4.51 X 10-4 jug/ml of fragment A, 4.71 X 10 -4 Ag/ml of fragment B, 4.72 X 10-4 Ag/ml of fragment C or 4.42 X 10-3 ,og/ml of fragment D. Samples were removed from the mixtures at intervals and the fraction of 32P-labeled single-stranded DNA (fss) was determined by chromatography on hydroxylapatite. The times for renaturation of half of the 32P-labeled DNAs in the presence of control cell DNA were: fragment A-38 hr; fragment B-33 hr; fragment C-20 hr; fragment D-22 hr; and complete SV40-57 hr. The symbols show the renaturation of 32P-labeled DNA in the presence of DNA extracted from clone 1 SVT2 cells (-); clone 4 SVT2 cells (@); the parental line (0), and untransformed mouse embryo fibroblasts (A). The solid lines are theoretical curves calculated as described previously on the basis that SVT2 cells contain 6 copies of the total sequences of fragments A and C, two copies of the total sequences of fragment D, and one copy of the sequences of fragment B.
the fragments obtained by digestion of SV40 DNA by other All of the sublines contained more sequences homologous to restriction endonucleases.
fragments A and C than to fragment B. Fragment D always The results of additional experiments are shown in Table 2 gave an intermediate value. We have examined a total of eight in which we used DNAs extracted from two other clones. different preparations of SVT2 DNA, some of them several 32P-Labeled SV40 DNA fragments were denatured (specific activity 1.5-2.0 X 106 cpm/,ug), sheared, and renatured in the presence of DNA extracted either from different subclones of SVT2 cells or from mouse fibroblasts. The concentrations of cell DNAs used are shown in the Table and the concentrations-of 32P-labeled fragments used are the same as those shown in the legend to Fig. 2 . Five samples were taken at various times during the renaturation procedure and the fraction of denatured 32P-labeled DNA was determined. The data were treated as described in detail elsewhere (9, 1); a brief description is given in the legend to Table 1. times; in no case did the results deviate significantly from those shown in Table 2 . Because we consistently found that there was less than one copy of fragment B present per diploid quantity of SVT2 DNA, we have carried out a number of additional hybridization experiments in which 32P-labeled fragment B was reannealed in the presence of higher concentrations of SVT2 DNA than those shown in Table 2 . In 16 such determinations, the amouft of fragment B present in a diploid quantity of transformed cell DNA ranged from 0.5 to 1 copy.
Mapping of Virus-Specific RNA Sequences in SVT2 Cells.
Separated strands of each of the four 32P-labeled fragments of SV40 DNA (8, 11) were hybridized with total RNA extracted from the parent clone of SVT2 cells. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . RNA sequences are detectable which are complementary to at least 63% of the E strands of fragments A and C.
Because we were never able to achieve saturation of the 32p_ labeled DNA, our estimates of the proportions of the sequences of each of the two fragments that appear in RNA are minimum values. The sensitivity of experiments of this type is set by the specific activity of the DNA and the concentration of RNA in solution. The smaller the fragment of DNA, the more difficult it is to achieve saturation. Thus, our estimates of the proportions of the sequences of each of the two fragments that appear in RNA are minimum values. In previous experiments (2), in which the probes used were unit-length separated strands of SV40, it was estimated that between 45-58% of the total length of the E strand was transcribed in SVT2 cells.
DISCUSSION
Of all the available lines of SV40-transformed mouse cells, SVT2 are one of the most attractive; they are pseudodiploid (4, 12) and contain only small numbers of copies of the viral DNA (1, 2, 3)-qualities which are important for studies of the sites of integration and the mode of expression of viral sequences. In this paper we have shown that the sequences of viral RNA present in SVT2 cells hybridize exclusively to the E strands of fragments A and C; they originate, therefore, from the segment of the SV40 genome that codes for early functions (11, 13) , a conclusion that has already been reached by other workers on the basis of competition hybridization experiments (14) (15) (16) The major finding of this paper is that different parts of the SV40 genome are present in SVT2 cells at different frequencies. The detailed arrangement of SV40 sequences in SVT2 cells is unknown. However, Botchan and McKenna (3) have determined the distribution of SV40 sequences among the different sizes of fragments obtained by cleavage of high-molecular-weight SVT2 DNA with EcoRI and find that these fragments are distributed in two size classes, the larger of which is 3.1 X 106 daltons. From the results reported here, we know that SVT2 cells contain a total of 13.4 X 106 daltons of SV40 DNA. If these sequences are integrated at one chromosomal locus in an unbroken array, the EcoRI site of SV40 must be repeated at least four times. Alternatively, the integrated viral DNA sequences are not contiguous, and are separated by sites provided by interspersed chromosomal sequences. The best interpretation of the data presented in this paper is that a contiguous region of the SV40 genome (fragment B and part of fragment D) is present in the SVT2 transformed cells at a frequency of 0.5-1.0 copy per diploid quantity of cell DNA, and that the remainder of the genome (fragments A, C, and part of D) is represented six times. This model, which predicts that the integrated SV40 DNA sequences contain only one EcoRI site, is by no means the only one that will fit the data, but it is the most straightforward, and its major predictions can be tested, using as probes segments of DNA obtained by cleavage of the viral genome with other endonucleases. We know that SVT2 cells must contain the complete sequences of SV40 DNA because infectious SV40 can be formed in hetero-
